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Comments

Response

It would be good if some examples were included (i.e.

This is really a question of interpretation and while the definition of

scenarios dealing with traceability, non-

a non-conformance is simple “something not happening the way

conformances, corrective and preventive actions) so

we wrote it should happen” understanding its importance can take

that the person can gain a feeling what the standard

some experience. We often confuse “identifying” a non-

requires as there are sometimes situations where it is

conformance with “issuing” an ICAR. The first is easy to do – it

not always clear if a non-conformance/ICAR should

only involves us. The second requires passing judgement and

be issued or if the procedure is strictly adhering to the

involving others. This course is about the first one. Auditing

standard.

courses deal with the second one.

Other Comments
I found that the Interpretation of Requirements in ISO/IEC 17025:2005 and the CALA 15025:2005
Handbook were great documents to understand what the standard requires. Both are written in simple
terms that are easy to follow and gives some “meat” to the “bones” of the standard. It was also great that
access that was given to additional documents like the APLAC Internal Audit and Management Review
guidelines, Estimation of Uncertainty Policy, etc. These also gave a better understanding of the
requirements.

